
We maximize a weighted combination of 
these using a greedy selection algorithm with 
“lazy” cost updates 

Pollen is one of the most ubiquitous of terrestrial fossils and has been used to 
test hypotheses across a broad cross-section of biological and geological 
sciences, from dating rock strata to understanding long-term effects of climate 
change on plant communities.

While high-throughput microscopic imaging allows for ready acquisition of 
large numbers of images of modern or fossilized pollen samples, identifying 
and counting by eye the number of grains of each species is painstaking work 
and requires substantial expertise and training. 

We propose a robust approach for species-level recognition of fossil pollen 
grains in microscopy images that exploits both global shape and local texture 
characteristics in a patch-based matching methodology. Specifically, 

1. We introduce novel criteria for selecting informative and discriminative 
exemplar patches.  

2. We use these selected exemplars as a dictionary basis and propose a 
spatially-aware sparse coding method to match testing images for 
identification while maintaining global shape correspondence. 

3. We introduce a relaxed form that uses spatially-aware soft-thresholding 
during coding to accelerate the coding process for fast matching.

We demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our exemplar selection and 
classification mechanisms, achieving 86.1% accuracy on a difficult fine-grained 
fossil spruce species classification task.
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Visualizing the selected exemplars we 
can see that these patches not only 
capture local texture information, but 
also convey the global shape and 
average size of the three species.

We cluster training images using k-medoids to find canonical viewpoint 
clusters and perform rigid 2D alignment within each cluster.

Patches in a test image are coded using patch features taken from similar 
spatial locations in the set of training images (after alignment) to capture both 
local detailed texture characteristics and global shape information.

Traditional approaches to 
quantifying pollen shape rely on 
measures of overall morphology as 
well as textural features of the 
pollen grain surface [1].

Spatially Aware Coding for Matching

Given the dictionary of selected 
exemplar patches for each class, we 
encode patches extracted from a 
test image using a weighted variant 
of sparse coding where the weights 
depend on the spatial offset of patch 
relative to the location of the 
dictionary element in the training 
image.

We investigated two variations of 
spatial weighting:

We formulate the problem of selecting
a set of discriminative training patches as 
a submodular maximization problem 
based several criteria:

1.Spatially distributed in input space
2.Representative in feature space 

3. Discriminative power 

4.Class balance

5.Cluster compactness

Experiments

Our dataset consists of pollen from 
three species of spruce imaged using 
a  Z e i s s  A p o t o m e  f l u o r e s c e n c e 
microscope to produce high-resolution, 
three-dimensional image stacks.  We 
use maximum intensity projection over 
the top half of the grain image stack to 
produce a single in focus 2D image.

  SACO-II  SACO-I

We use the VGG19 CNN model [2] to 
extract features representing each 
image patch. Performance varies 
depending on which layer of the 
feature hierarchy is used. Hand-
designed feature (e.g., SIFT) perform 
significantly worse.

The spatially aware coding penalty 
improves classification performance 
and outperforms strong baseline 
methods including sparse coding 
(SRC) and standard CNN feature-
based image classification.

The selected exemplar patches are used 
as a dictionary for coding-based 
classification. Our discriminative selection 
criteria yield a substantial improvement in 
performance over random patch  
selection.

To expedite coding, we propose a fast approximation that upper-bounds the exact 
reconstruction cost for undercomplete dictionaries and can be computed in one step 
using soft thresholding.

Weighting w encourages 
use of exemplar patches 
that are nearby spatially.

Spatially aware dictionary Test image

Each training patch should be near and 
similar to some selected exemplar

Clusters induced by exemplars should be 
pure with respect to class labels

Clusters should be of similar sizes
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Identifying a test image by matching exemplars 
through spatially weighted sparse coding
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Exemplars should be balanced 
across classes
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